
Dear Ag Industry Associate,

The USDA released several highly anticipated reports this month which had a noticeable 
impact on margins.  The Prospective Plantings report detailed initial estimates for corn and 
soybean acreage this spring based on a survey of producers.  Corn plantings in particular 
were a bearish surprise coming in well above market expectations.  Meanwhile, the 
Quarterly Stocks report revealed that supplies are plentiful for both corn and soybeans, 
and will likely grow this coming season with normal weather and average yields.  USDA 
also released their Quarterly Inventory report for Hogs and Pigs which likewise will provide 
more visibility on pork supply for the near future.  The current Margin Watch reports detail 
how these releases from USDA have impacted the profitability outlooks for the crop, hog, 
dairy and beef sectors as we head into the spring planting season.  

Our feature article this month revisits a topic that we have examined previously in the dairy 
sector.  The Margin Protection Plan or MPP program is now entering its second full year, 
and the first milk margin pay period calculation for 2016 has just been determined.  We 
explore some of the issues with the program including how indemnity payments are 
calculated for those producers who elected coverage under the plan and how effective 
MPP has been in helping to protect margins over the past year.  While it remains early in 
the program’s tenure, it would appear that some initial concerns with MPP are bearing out 
in that it may not be the best fit for all operations.  In particular, differing risk profiles with 
respect to feed costs and non-feed expenses may limit MPP’s efficacy in protecting actual 
margins at the farm level.            

Sincerely,

Chip Whalen
Managing Editor
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MPP - Revisited

Exploring the Margin Approach

In October, 2014 we featured an article in Margin Manager titled, “The Dairy Margin Protection Program – Is It 
Right for Me?”  At the time, we were writing about the features of this new risk management program for 
dairies that was part of the Agricultural Act of 2014 to provide a safety net during periods of catastrophic 
industry-wide losses such as were experienced in 2009 and 2010.  There were many questions at that time 
about whether or not the program was a good fit for any particular dairy, how the costs of the program 
compared with using exchange-traded equivalents, and if a dairy producer should sign up as well as what 
coverage level to elect.  With the program now entering its second year (technically third if you count 2014), 
we thought it would be a good opportunity to revisit how MPP has worked so far with 2015 now finished and 
the first 2-month calculation for indemnity payments having just concluded for 2016.  
 The following table summarizes the MPP results for both 2015 and the first two months of 2016, 
reflecting the component prices for corn, alfalfa hay, soybean meal and all milk in the margin calculation for 
each calendar month, along with the milk margin pay period composite price for each 2-month averaging     
period:
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MPP- Revisited
Continued From Previous Page

Exploring the Margin Approach

The milk margin calculations for 2015 resulted in indemnity payments only getting triggered twice, during the 
March-April averaging period with a composite margin of $7.50415/cwt. and again in the July-August averaging 
period with a composite margin of $7.69510/cwt.  While the composite margin calculation was technically 
below $8.00/cwt. during two other averaging periods in 2015 (Jan-Feb and May-June), it was only by a fraction 
of one cent and effectively did not trigger indemnity payments as a result.   Even for the two times that the 
program did trigger a payment last year, only once was it barely able to cover the cost of the premium for the 
highest level of coverage, and that was only if you were insuring less than 4 million pounds of production.  The 
table below from our last article revisiting MPP highlights this $0.475/cwt. premium for the first 4 million pounds 
of annual production:  

Looking at this year, margins have come down substantially from where they were in the fall, however the 
composite margin for January and February will fail to trigger an indemnity payment with the average just above 
$8.00/cwt.  The last time the 2-month average margin was close to the current calculation was during May-June 
of 2015.  What you will notice from the first table though comparing then to now is that price levels for every 
component of the margin were generally higher than what they currently are in early 2016.  The all-milk price 
was about $1.00/cwt. higher in the upper $16 range, alfalfa hay was as much as $50/ton higher last May at 
$192 while soybean meal was similarly about $50/ton higher than where it is presently.  Corn prices have 
actually been quite steady over that time frame at least based upon monthly averages.  This dichotomy 
exposes one of the potential problems with MPP as a risk management tool for dairy producers.  Because the 
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Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. 

MPP - Revisited
Continued From Previous Page

calculation is based on both feed costs and milk prices, it is not necessarily effective for dairies that produce 
their own feed or that have previously established a price for their feed in the local market.  
Many dairies have used a tool published by the Program on Dairy Markets and Policy that calculates the 
average CME Class III Milk price needed to trigger an MPP indemnity payment along with an MPP dairy 
breakeven milk price for a given feed cost matrix.  Last year, the deadline to sign up for coverage in 2016 was 
extended to November 20 giving dairies extra time to evaluate the merits of the program, whether or not they 
wanted to sign up for coverage, and at what level they wanted to protect.  Using this tool last November based 
on the average feed costs during the month of October would have implied higher all-milk prices to trigger an 
MPP payment than what currently exists today.  The following 2 graphs compare the milk prices using the 
matrix of October feed prices to those of the most recent matrix in February.  You will notice that the average 
CME Class III Milk price needed to trigger an MPP indemnity payment has dropped by $0.70/cwt. from $14.79 
to $14.09 as a result of falling feed prices:

Calculation using October MPP Feed Prices:
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MPP - Revisited
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Because of this dynamic, it may have been a fallacy of dairy producers to assume they had a “floor” on their 
milk at a higher level when in reality that floor was contingent on feed costs holding steady.  This therefore 
would have hurt a dairy utilizing MPP whose feed costs were already covered last fall, but was effectively 
open to milk prices on the open market.  Another topic we touched on in our initial article and when 
revisiting MPP last year was that the program was really designed as a catastrophic insurance policy to 
protect dairy producers during extreme, industry-wide negative margin scenarios.  While dairy margins 
have been declining back to the minimum threshold necessary to trigger indemnity payments under MPP, 
the reality is that most dairy producers are already underwater with margins below breakeven.  Below is a 
graph illustrating current margins for a model dairy operation that we have used in the past to demonstrate 
the efficacy of MPP:

Calculation using February MPP Feed Prices:
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MPP - Revisited
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Moreover, the forecast for forward margins based upon current futures prices also suggests that payments 
under MPP may be limited to all but the highest levels of coverage despite the fact that actual farm 
margins may be showing losses through at least the first half of the year.  While outcomes may obviously 
change based on how both milk prices and feed costs fluctuate over the next few months, the bottom line 
is that most dairies will likely not see much benefit from MPP for the foreseeable future given the current 
dynamics in the market:
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While it remains early in the MPP program and much can change over the next few years through 2018, 
initial results seem to indicate what had been expected from the onset.  MPP may not be the most effective 
means of protecting margin risk for dairy producers.  Because high thresholds of margin protection under the 
program are costly compared to exchange-traded alternatives which only address a breakeven scenario for 
many producers at best, it may be better to supplement MPP coverage at lower thresholds of protection with 
other contracting through local counterparties or the exchange.  Moreover, because not all producers will 
have the same degree of risk exposure with regards to feed, MPP may further be limited in its efficacy to 
protect milk prices in a sharply falling market such as we have experienced since last fall.  Although MPP is 
certainly one tool that may be considered as part of a dairy’s risk management program, it should probably 
be used in conjunction with other alternatives in a comprehensive margin management plan.
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Hog Margin Watch: March
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Dairy Margin Watch: March
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Beef Margin Watch: March
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Beef Margin 
Management
“More powerful than I could have 

imagined!” 

Russ Keast, Cattleman 
Henderson, IA

Trading futrues and options carries a risk of loss. Testimonials not indicative of future success.



Trading futures and options carry the risk of loss. All dates subject to change. Please check 
cihedging.com/education for more information and the latest additions to the schedule. 

Margin Management
For Lenders 
April 20-21, Chicago
Register now. (866) 299-9333

Earn 16 CPE Credits

Register Now: 
(866) 299-9333
www.cihedging.com/education
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Learn how forward-thinking producers are proactively managing 
margin opportunities in the current environment.

Understand best practices for managing positions in the market to 
increase flexibility and take advantage of volatility to improve 
forward margins.

Take away fresh ideas on how your clients can protect themselves 
and weather the storm   

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND....

Learn more: www.cihedging.com/education



Corn Margin Watch: March
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Soybeans Margin Watch: March
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Wheat Margin Watch: March
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